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1. Purpose 
 

The purpose of this document is to provide a reference document for those personnel that are 
tasked with measuring and troubleshooting a Balancing Authority’s Frequency Response. This 
document will first explain what frequency response is, how to measure it and how to troubleshoot 
when the frequency response is not performing as expected. 

 

2. Background 
2.1.  Stages of Frequency Control 

 
Frequency Response and control has been separated by the utility industry into three stages. The 
first stage is what is commonly referred to as Frequency Response even though this is just the first 
of three stages required for the complete restoration of frequency back to its pre-disturbance level.  

 
The Frequency control stages are: 

• Primary Frequency Response – Frequency Response due to inertial response, governor 
action, or inverters programmed for frequency response; occurs within a few seconds 

• Secondary Frequency Control – BA Automatic Generation Control (AGC) or Plant Control; 
within seconds to minutes 

• Tertiary Frequency Control – Reserve deployments & reserve restoration; within minutes 

 
Primary Frequency Response  

According to the NERC Frequency Response Standard Background Document Primary Frequency 
Control is defined as: 

“Actions provided by the Interconnection to arrest and stabilize frequency in response to frequency 
deviations. Primary Control comes from automatic generator governor response (also known as 
speed regulation), load response (typically from motors), and other devices that provide an 
immediate response based on local (device-level) control systems.” 

The NERC Glossary separates the definition of Primary Frequency Response into the response from 
Equipment and response from the System: 

Primary Frequency Response (Equipment): The ability of a system or elements of the system 
to react or respond to a change in system frequency. 

Primary Frequency Response (System): The sum of the change in demand, plus the change 
in generation, divided by the change in frequency, expressed in megawatts per 0.1 Hertz 
(MW/0.1 Hz). – NERC glossary 
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This initial control stage is completely automatic and is responsible for halting a sudden frequency 
decline due to a disturbance and stabilizing frequency to a post-disturbance level. Inertial response 
is the energy supplied to the grid by rotating machines. During a Generation to Load imbalance, 
rotational mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy to meet the load, this will slow down 
the machines thereby lowering system frequency. The Rate of Change of Frequency (ROCOF) is in 
part determined by the amount of inertia on the system. Inertia alone will only help to slow 
frequency decline but will not stabilize system frequency. 

As system frequency slows, governors or inverters programmed to mimic governors will 
automatically control resources to produce more energy due to the lower frequency in accordance 
to their droop setting. The MW supplied to the grid through droop response will stabilize the system 
frequency to some value lower than the initial pre-disturbance frequency. As system frequency 
increases, used inertial energy will be recharged and stored into rotating generators. 

Primary Frequency response from governors, inverters and load is what BAL-003 seeks to measure 
in the 20-52 second A to B timeframe.  

 
Secondary Control  

According to the NERC Frequency Response Standard Background Document, Secondary Frequency 
Control is defined as: 

“Actions provided by an individual BA or its Reserve Sharing Group to correct the resource – load 
unbalance that created the original frequency deviation, which will restore both Scheduled 
Frequency and Primary Frequency Response.   Secondary Control comes from either manual or 
automated dispatch from a centralized control system.” 

Secondary control will primarily come from the contingent BA, or BA’s supplying contingency 
reserves through reserve sharing. If a non-contingent BA has a properly tuned bias then secondary 
control actions to a frequency event should be negligible (see frequency bias section). While 
Secondary Control typically occurs after the 20 to 52 second measurement period, some Secondary 
Control may occur and impact the FRM within this timeframe. 

 

Tertiary Frequency Control  

According to the NERC Frequency Response Standard Background Document Tertiary Frequency 
Control is defined as: 

“Actions provided by Balancing Authorities on a balanced basis that are coordinated so there is a 
net zero effect on Area Control Error (ACE).  Examples of Tertiary Control include dispatching 
generation to serve native load; economic dispatch; dispatching generation to affect Interchange; 
and re-dispatching generation.  Tertiary Control actions are intended to replace Secondary Control 
Response by reconfiguring reserves.”  
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Frequency Disturbance Example 

To expand on the definitions above let’s walk through an example of a frequency event. Let’s 
assume that system load and generation are balanced with frequency maintaining 60Hz. Now let’s 
assume a generator, which was generating 500MW, trips unexpectedly. This creates an imbalance  

between the system load and generation. Immediately, the imbalance is addressed with inertial 
“stored” energy from rotating machines and inverters programed to provide inertial-like response. 
This causes frequency to drop, but provides time for Primary Frequency Response to react. This 
rapid decline in frequency triggers two corresponding changes: 

 

1. Generation – the generators that are online with available capacity and functional governors 
will respond within seconds to increase MW output due to their governor action. The 
amount by which generator increases its output is based on the generator’s droop settings 
and observed frequency deviation. 

2. Load – as frequency declines, frequency-responsive load will decline as well. 
 

The net effect of these two changes (generation increase with a load decrease) helps arrest the 
decline of frequency.  

The example above demonstrated what happens when a generator trips and there is a sudden 
frequency decline. Most often, when we talk about “an event”, it usually ends up being a loss of 
generation event. However, there are times when frequency actually increases suddenly (like the 
sudden loss of load). When there is a sudden increase in frequency, the opposite reactions occur. 
Generation decreases and load increases slightly. Both of these reactions work to arrest the 
upward spike in frequency.  

 

2.2. Frequency Response Measure  
 

Frequency Response Measure (FRM)  

When a frequency event occurs, actual Frequency Response starts immediately. For this example, 
let’s assume a generator outside of our BA tripped and caused a sharp frequency decline. We know 
that generators which remain online will increase generation, while system load will go down 
slightly. All of this can be seen nearly 5-10 seconds following the event.  

This sudden increase in generation, accompanied by a reduction in load will cause the BA’s Actual 
Net Interchange to increase, which is what we wanted, since the BA with the generator that tripped 
is in need of extra generation. It is this change in Actual Net Interchange which is an essential value 
in determining the BA’s Frequency Response Measure. When the generator outside our BA tripped, 
we “sent extra MWs” toward that BA to replace the MWs it had lost. This thereby works to restore 
the generation-to-load balance within the interconnection that was lost when the generator tripped 
and helps to arrest the fall in frequency.  
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The median of all the Frequency Response observations reported annually by Balancing Authorities 
or Frequency Response Sharing Groups for frequency events specified by the ERO. This will be 
calculated as MW/0.1Hz. – NERC glossary 

To get the BA’s median Frequency Response Measure, the BA must first calculate its annual 
Frequency Response Measure for each frequency event that was chosen by NERC. These are listed 
in NERC’s Form 1.  The specified events are listed on Form 1, and after BA’s calculate an FRM for 
each event, their BAL-003 FRM is the median value.  

The median is the midpoint value in the distribution, not the average of all values. For example, if 
there are twenty- one events (and therefore twenty-one corresponding FRMs), you would list the 
twenty-one FRM values from high to low, and then pick out the middle value in the list (in position 
eleven). This leaves ten values that are greater than it and ten values that are less than it in the list. 
This would be your median Frequency Response Measurement. If there are an even number of 
events, let’s say twenty events, you get the median value by again stacking the values in a list from 
high to low, then taking the average of the 10th and 11th value in the list. 

 

Frequency Response Measure (FRM) is used by NERC for two distinct purposes. 

Purpose 1: To determine if the BA’s FRM met compliance with its Frequency Response Obligation. If 
the BA’s median Frequency Response Measure (actual response) is not equal to or more negative 
than the NERC assigned Frequency Response Obligation (FRO), which is the minimum response 
required by NERC, it may be a violation of BAL-003 NERC standards. 

Purpose 2: We will see in the Frequency Bias Setting section of this document that the FRM plays a 
role in determining the required Frequency Bias Setting (FBS), since the FBS must be the more 
negative of (100-125%) FRM or the Minimum Frequency Bias Setting as calculated by NERC. 

 

Timelines of Frequency Response Measurement 

In 2021 NERC changed the timelines associated with these measurements. Since NERC publishes the 
full list of events (on Form 1) by March 1, the BAs and Frequency Response Sharing Groups (FRSGs) 
have until April 1 to calculate their FRM and compare it to the FRO for compliance reporting (using 
NERC’s Form 1 and 2). These completed Form 1 and 2’s are to be sent to the ERO by April 1.  See the 
Section 5. Timelines in this document. 

 

2.3.  Frequency Response Obligation 
 

Frequency Response Obligation (FRO)  

The Balancing Authority’s share of the required Frequency Response needed for the reliable 
operation of an Interconnection. This will be calculated as MW/0.1Hz. – NERC Glossary 
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NERC calculates the annual FRO for each BA and publishes it so that the BA knows what the 
compliance measure is in regard to the Frequency Response it is expected to meet. When a BA 
measures its median Frequency Response Measure, that value (FRM) must be equal to or more 
negative than the Frequency Response Obligation (FRO); otherwise a compliance violation might be 
assessed. 

 

NERC’s Calculation of FRO 

1. BAs file FERC 714 data on or before June 1 of each year (for previous calendar year). NERC 
reviews the individual BA’s Annual Generation (MWh) and Annual Load (MWh) from the 
FERC 714 forms to determine the individual BA’s fraction (percentage) of the combined 
Western Interconnect’s total Annual Generation (MWh) + Annual Load (MWh).  

2. NERC then takes that BA’s weighted percentage times the Interconnect Frequency Response 
Obligation (IFRO) for the upcoming year, to get the BA FRO for next year. See calculation 
below.  

3. NERC puts both the IFRO and our BA FRO in the annual Form 1. (See the “Western Int FRS-
Form 1” – tab “BA Data Entry” – cells Q21 and Q23). 

 

FRO Calculation 

 
 
 

Where: 

IFRO = Interconnect frequency obligation; determined by NERC.  See Form 1 – tab “BA data entry” 
– cell Q21. 

 
 A basic overview of that calculation for Western Interconnect is the largest double 

contingency (~2740) minus a credit for load resource (~300) all divided by (10 x Max Delta 
Frequency (.291 Hz)). See BAL-003- 1.1 page 8 for details.  

 
Timeline for FRO calculation 

To calculate the next year’s FRO, NERC can’t begin the calculation until after June of the current year 
because that’s when the BA’s turn in their data on FERC 714 forms (submitted to FERC).  For 
example, the FERC 714 (NEL) data that is being filed by the BAs in June 2022, is actually data from 
the 2021 calendar year. This explains the reason that the BA’s 2022 FRO (assigned by NERC), is 
determined using the BAs 2020 FERC 714 data (2 years back).  See the Section 5. Timelines in this 
document. The FRO for the FRSG is calculated by summing the FROs from the member BAs. 

 

2.4. Frequency Bias Setting  
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Frequency Bias Setting (FBS)  

A number, either fixed or variable, usually expressed in MW/0.1 Hz, included in a Balancing 
Authority’s Area Control Error equation to account for the Balancing Authority’s inverse Frequency 
Response contribution to the Interconnection, and discourage response withdrawal through 
secondary control systems. – NERC glossary 

 

The need for accurate Frequency Bias settings 

To help clarify exactly what the Frequency Bias Setting is, and why it is so important, it will be 
helpful to evaluate its impact through the ACE equation and AGC. Staying with the example of a 
generator tripping and the sharp/immediate frequency decline that ensues, lets recall that the other 
generators will immediately generate more MW through automatic governor response and system 
load will decline slightly. For BA’s who didn’t experience a generator trip, this will cause an 
immediate increase in their BA’s Actual Net Interchange, i.e. an increase in the NIA term: 

 
If this were the only variable to change in their ACE equation, the ACE would increase and the 
generators on AGC would reduce their output to minimize the ACE. We DO NOT want to be reducing 
generator outputs when another BA has just experienced a loss of generation (generator trip) and 
frequency is decreasing.  So there is a need to allow BA’s to increase their NIA (to support the BA 
who lost generation) without increasing their ACE. If ACE were allowed to increase, AGC could 
decrease generation to correct for the rising ACE. For this reason, we must have a term in the ACE 
equation that accurately offsets the rise in NIA, to allow us to increase NIA without changing the 
overall value of ACE. This is where (an accurate) Frequency Bias term is useful. 

The Frequency Bias Setting predicts how much frequency response a BA will provide for a given 
change in frequency. An accurate Frequency Bias Setting allows the amount of NIA from a BA’s 
frequency response to be offset in the ACE equation so that its AGC does not try to countermand its 
governor and load response. This allows BA’s to send power to the BA that had a generator trip and 
to arrest the fall in frequency (not return it to 60 Hz – that’s up to the deficient BA(s)). 
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Frequency bias is a negative number. If the delta between FA and FS is negative – meaning actual is 
less then schedule – then the entire second term of ACE will be positive and will be subtracted from 
the first term. If a BA uses an accurate Frequency Bias Setting, the amount of automatic governor 
and load response in the NIA is offset by the Frequency Bias in the ACE equation so it continues to 
provide the increased amount of generation until the deficient BA can restore its generation and 
system frequency. If a BA has a Frequency Bias set lesser in magnitude than actual primary 
response (under-biased) there will be an imbalance between NIA and the MW value of the second 
term of ACE. This under-biased scenario will keep ACE higher, possibly prompting a decrease in 
generation – not good during a frequency event! This is why it is better to be slightly over-biased, 
meaning the BA frequency bias is greater in magnitude than the expected response in NIA. In this 
over-biased scenario ACE will be driven lower for a low frequency event, which will prompt a 
further increase in generation to support frequency through secondary AGC action. 

If a BA sets its Frequency Bias accurately, the impact to a BA’s ACE from primary frequency 
response will be close to zero and there will be negligible AGC action from the frequency event. 
However, with a constant changing mix of loads and generation sources it is nearly impossible for a 
BA’s Frequency Bias to be set perfectly. Also, depending on the tightness of AGC, BAAL, ADI, and 
other factors, the Frequency Bias Setting may or may not impact generation in the 20 to 52 second 
timeframe. If AGC responds in that timeframe and generators respond quickly, this response will be 
seen in the BA’s measured Frequency Response. 

When a BA that uses a fixed Frequency Bias submits its Form 1 after the BAL-003 compliance year, 
they are required to enter a desired Frequency Bias Setting for the following year. This value may 
be between 100% and 125% of its FRM for bias setting (not including FRR sales and purchases) so 
long as that value is more negative than the minimum Frequency Bias Setting based on Peak 
Demand. This desired Frequency Bias Setting is typically honored by NERC, but they reserve the 
right to adjust as needed for the Interconnection. 

 
Determining a BA’s required Frequency Bias Setting 

When a BA or FRSG submits their completed Form 1 and 2s to the ERO, the BA requests the 
Frequency Bias Setting that they would like to use for the new year. BA’s may select any number 
between 100 and 125% of their median FRM of the previous operating year, however, the number 
must be at least as negative as the Minimum FBS, otherwise, the Minimum FBS will be used. For a 
review of calculating the median FRM, see section 2.2. 

The ERO validates all of the BA’s Form 1 and 2s and assigns a Frequency Bias Setting to each BA. This 
value is usually the same value that the BA requested when filling out their Form 1. 

Minimum Absolute Frequency Bias Setting  

NERC calculates this value. This is BA's lowest absolute Fixed Frequency Bias Setting based on 
interconnection non-coincident peak demand. It uses data from FERC 714 filing (2 years prior). 

 

BA % Ratio = (MWh BA load + MWh BA Gen) 
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            (MWh Interconnect load + MWh interconnect Gen) 
 
BA Min Absolute FBS Setting = (0.9%  x  Interconnect Non-Coincident Pk Demand )   x  BA % 
Ratio  x  (-1) 

 
To see how Form 1 and Form 2 calculate FRM and Frequency Bias, see the sections that follow. 
 

Timeline for determining the Frequency Bias Setting 

Let’s look at an example using sample dates (Operating Year 2021). When a BA or FRSG submits 
their completed Form 1 and 2s by April 1, 2022, the BA requests the Frequency Bias Setting that 
they would like to use. 

• The BA compares its FRM Median from Form 1 
o (which is the performance from Dec 1, 2020 – Nov 30, 2021, aka OY 2021) 

• to its Minimum FBS 
o assigned by NERC by November 1, 2021, using a BAs 2020’s FERC 714 info (which 

BAs turned into FERC by June 2021).  

By May 1, 2022, NERC validates all of the BA’s FBS values, computes the sum of all FBS values for 
each Interconnection, and assigns a Frequency Bias Setting to each BA to be implemented the first 
week of June per NERC instructions that come out in May. This value is usually the same value that 
the BA requested when filling out their Form 1. See the Section 5 – “Timelines” in this document. 

 

2.5.  Frequency Response Sharing Group 
 

A group whose members consist of two or more Balancing Authorities that collectively maintain, 
allocate, and supply operating resources required to jointly meet the sum of the Frequency 
Response Obligations of its members. – See NERC Glossary of Terms 

NERC standard BAL-003 Frequency Response and Frequency Bias Setting states that the Frequency 
Response Sharing Group or the Balancing Authorities that don’t belong to a Frequency response 
Sharing Group are responsible for compliance with BAL-003. If a BA is not part of a FRSG, their 
individual Frequency Response measure must meet their individually assigned Frequency response 
obligation, otherwise it would be a possible violation of NERC standards. When you belong to a 
FRSG, your BA FRM/FRO are combined with the rest of the group’s FRM/FRO, which drastically 
reduces the likelihood of the BA violating the NERC standard requirement. 

 

 

3. NERC FRS Form 1, FRS Form 2 and WFRSG FRS Form 3 

3.1. NERC FRS Form 1  
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NERC selects and publishes 20+ frequency excursion events for the operating year (Dec 1, 20xx – 
Nov 30, 20xx) via a list of events on Form 1. The list includes the exact day and time of each event. 
The BAs are expected to measure their BA’s response to each identified frequency event in the list 
using Form 2 for each event and then using the macro copy and then “paste special” for values into 
Form 1 BA Form 2 Event Data tab. 

In Form 2, this measurement is made by plotting the frequency and the Actual Net Interchange 
during the published frequency events. A common platform for plotting such data involves pulling 
data from the BA’s historical database (such as PI) and pushing that data into an Excel Spreadsheet 
that is eventually used as proof of compliance. Prior to submittal to the WFRSG, the Form 2 data tab 
should be scrubbed of PI (or equivalent) data references and replaced with values only so that the 
data is available to the WFRSG for review. The data is collected beginning a minimum of two 
minutes before the event time plus at least 15 minutes after the event begins (with up to 60 
minutes of data). An FRM value (the MW/0.1Hz response) from your BA for each event is 
determined.  

Once all of the Form 2 data is then aggregated (pasted) into the Form 1, overall 
performance/analysis can be more easily evaluated. The FRM is used for compliance purposes. Form 
1 automatically identifies the median FRM. 

Although it is not a “requirement” of BAL-003, Form 1 also serves the purpose for each BA to 
request their Frequency Bias Setting for the following year. It is critical that this be carefully 
considered prior to submitting Form 1 to NERC.  A BA may want to consider if actual frequency 
response during the compliance year is likely to be higher or lower than the frequency response 
during the upcoming compliance year.  For instance, if frequency responsive generation will be 
removed either through retirement or a pseudo-tie and will not be replaced in the compliance year, 
the BA may experience a decrease in frequency response during the compliance year.  

Form 1 and Form 2 are available in the NERC Balancing Area Submittal Site (BASS) resource via the 
ERO Portal. 

 

3.2.  NERC FRS Form 2 

3.2.1. How to Measure Frequency Response 

A Balancing Authority’s frequency response is determined by comparing the pre and post event 
NIA for the frequency deviation. The event is divided into two measurement periods. These 
periods are called Point A and Point B, with Point A being the pre-event period and Point B being 
the post-event period.   
 
Point A 

Point A includes the entire timeframe from 16 seconds (T-16) prior to the event until the event 
time (T0).   Point A is the average of the measured values from T-16 until T0.     
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Point B is the time period from 20 seconds (T20) to 52 seconds (T52) after the event has occurred.  
Point B is the average of the measured values from T20 to T52. 
 

 
 
 

 

 

The frequency response will then be calculated using the following formula: 

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 =  −0.1 ∗  
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁Point B − 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁Point A

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴 −  𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐵𝐵
 

Where: FRM = Frequency Response Measure 

NIAPoint B = NIAAverage (T20:T52) 

NIAPoint A = NIAAverage (T-16:T0) 

FrequencyPoint B = FrequencyAverage (T20:T52) 

FrequencyPoint A = FrequencyAverage (T-16:T0) 

 

The resulting FRM must be equal to or more negative than the BA’s FRR to meet compliance.   
 

FRR Available 

FRR Available is the expected governor response of a unit based on its current operating level, 
capacity, change in system frequency, droop setting and deadband of unit.  A typical droop 
setting for generators will be 5%, which means that for a frequency change of 3 Hz the unit’s 
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governor will move the prime mover 100% and should move generation output from 0 to 
maximum capacity.  Deadband provided an operating frequency range where governors will not 
be active.  A .036 Hz deadband allows a unit to operate between 59.964Hz and 60.036Hz 
without the governor engaging.  This prevents the unit from constantly adjusting for every 
minor frequency fluctuation inherent in the grid.   

The expected response for a given frequency deviation is determined by the equation: 

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸 =  
−𝑃𝑃𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚𝐴𝐴 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 + 𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸)

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸
 

 

Example 3.2.1.a  For a 0.100Hz drop in system frequency with 60Hz scheduled frequency, a 
100MW generator operating below maximum capacity with a 5% droop and .036 deadband 
should provide the following response: 

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸 =  
−100𝐹𝐹𝑀𝑀(59.900𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 −  60𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 +  0.036𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻)

60𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 ∗  0.05
 

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸 =  
−100𝐹𝐹𝑀𝑀(−0.064ℎ𝐻𝐻)

3𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
=  

6.4𝐹𝐹𝑀𝑀
3

= 2.13𝐹𝐹𝑀𝑀 

For this frequency deviation the unit would be expected to increase generation by 2.13MW. 

This method will provide expected unit response for each data point within the compliance 
period.   

To determine the total expected response for the event period, the Point A and Point B values 
must be determined.  Point A will equal the average of expected response (or frequency) for the 
16 seconds prior to the event.  Point B will equal the average expected response (or frequency) 
for the 20 second to 52 second period after the event.   

𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸 𝑁𝑁 = 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹(𝑇𝑇−16:𝑇𝑇0) 

𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸 𝐵𝐵 = 𝑁𝑁𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴𝐹𝐹(𝑇𝑇20:𝑇𝑇52) 

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃  = −0.1 ∗
𝑂𝑂𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐵𝐵 − 𝑂𝑂𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴 − 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐵𝐵
 

 

FRR Deployed 

FRR Deployed is the actual change in generation during a frequency deviation.  This response 
will be determined from measured values and will represent how well generation is performing 
compared to its expected governor response.  Point A will equal the average of actual output (or 
frequency) for the 16 seconds prior to the event.  Point B will equal the average actual output 
(or frequency) for the 20 second to 52 second period after the event.   

Deployed FRR will be calculated using the following formula: 
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𝑁𝑁𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐷𝐷𝐴𝐴 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  
𝑂𝑂𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸Point B − 𝑂𝑂𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐹𝐹𝐸𝐸Point B

𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴 −  𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 𝐵𝐵
 

BA’s deployed frequency response would be the total sum of all actual unit response within the 
BA.   

For a properly tuned governor it is expected that the actual unit response would follow the 5% 
droop response for the unit.  Should the actual response be different than expected the 
governor droop and deadband settings should be verified.    

 

3.2.2. Data Point Selection 

Often times a variable data point, (e.g. frequency) has multiple sources and you may want to 
compare the outcome of using the different sources. . The most accurate source should be used 
in calculation of FRM on the FRS Form 2. 

 

3.2.3. PI Sample Rates 

The sample rate that you are using for the Form 2 may yield slightly different results. In general, 
use the highest frequency rate possible (i.e. a calculation of FRM using a 2 second rate may be 
more accurate than the calculation of FRM using a 4 second sample rate) 

 

3.3. Frequently Asked Questions – FRS Form 1 and FRS Form 2 
All data collected should be populated using the most current FRS Forms as posted to the NERC 
Balancing Authority Submittal Site (BASS). 

When utilizing either FRS Form 1 or FRS Form 2 please keep in mind the following: 

• All workbooks contain various worksheets and are labeled by tab name. 
• Carefully read and follow the “BA Instruction” tabs.  Both FRS Form 1 and FRS Form 2 

contain valuable information regarding how to fill out each respective form.   
o Please note if the BA Instructions are not correct, to contact Regional NERC RS 

Representative to address form. 
https://nerc.com/comm/OC/RS%20Landing%20Page%20DL/Related%20Files/R
esources_Subcommittee_2021_Roster.pdf 

 

3.3.1.  Form 1 Workbook Issues 
3.3.1.1. BA Data Entry worksheet 

https://nerc.com/comm/OC/RS%20Landing%20Page%20DL/Related%20Files/Resources_Subcommittee_2021_Roster.pdf
https://nerc.com/comm/OC/RS%20Landing%20Page%20DL/Related%20Files/Resources_Subcommittee_2021_Roster.pdf
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All green cells may require some form of data entry such as drop-down menus or actual 
data entry. 

Examples:  

• Cell C1 – BA selection drop down menu 
• Column D, starting at cell 5 and down, time zone selection 
• Column O, data exclusion (Yes or No) 
• Cells Q9 – Q11 – Contact information 
• Cells Q14-19 – RLPC Data 
• Q35 – drop down for fixed (default) or variable BA Bias 

 
 
 

• Column V – drop down for each event.  Any BA with an adjustment such as 
transferred frequency response or loss of generation needs to fill these cells in and 
they’re “off screen” and easily missed. 

 
 

Populate the data for each event listed on the BA Data Entry tab into the BA Form 2 Event 
Data tab.  

 

3.3.1.2. BA Form 2 Event Data worksheet 

After pasting your data as copied from the FRS Form 2 for each event (starting at line 8) 
scroll across the form. If, when scrolling to the right of all events, you come across any cells 
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with #N/A, #DIV/0! or otherwise, your data may not have been entered into the FRS Form 2 
correctly for a number of possible reasons, see next section 3.3.2. Form 2 Workbook Issues. 

 

 

3.3.2.  Form 2 Workbook Issues 

All green cells may require some form of data entry such as manual or drop-down menus entry. 

3.3.2.1. Copy Results worksheet 

While some fields require manual entry, while other fields have drop-down menus. 

Cell B1 – Select Interconnection.  A drop-down menu will appear for Eastern or Western 
Interconnection 

Cell B2 – Drop down menu for respective BA 

 

 

Cell E5 – Utilize adjustment - drop down menu for Auto/Manual  
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File Naming Convention – name files according to directions and Cell 19B 

 

 

3.3.2.2. Data worksheet 

Any default data should be deleted or overwritten 

 

Data submittals should utilize real number values, not PI Archived reference equations 

 

 

Data submittals for BA Frequency Bias should be a negative number. Many of the WFRSG 
Participants Energy Management Systems utilize Frequency Bias as a positive number. It is 
acceptable to negate the value when entering the data into the workbook. 
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Calculated Data cells resulting in #array value, due to insufficient data collection to identify 
Recovery Target Frequency (Column M) 

 

Event data array (date and/or time – Column A) not correctly selected, a evident by event 
frequency graph. 
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3.3.2.3. Graph 20-52s worksheet 

The number of rows to shift T(0) in cell Q3 should be properly utilized to show initial 
frequency drop.  
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Initial Frequency Drop incorrectly selected: 

 
 
Initial Frequency Drop correctly selected: 
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3.4. FRS Form 3 
Form 3 is an Excel form that was created by a WFRSG committee member. Form 3 is an analytical 
tool that allows an analyst to compare BA level Frequency Response, as measured at the 
interchanges, to individual contributing unit’s Frequency Response, as measured at the resource. 
Form 3 gives insight on what units are performing as expected, and if resource frequency response 
is flowing to the interchanges, or if its response is being dampened by load/line losses within the BA.   

Form 3 also provides trend data for variable resources, such as wind and solar, to help determine 
the impact of these resources on a BA’s frequency response.  An increase in variable resource 
generation may aid a BA’s FRM as it will add to the generation provided by the frequency responsive 
units and result in a larger net change in total generation.  Alternatively, a decrease in variable 
resource generation can negatively impact a BA’s FRM as it will reduce the net change in total 
generation for the BA. 

It is highly encouraged that a WFRSG member uses Form 3, or a tool similar, to understand what 
individual resources are contributing to BA level Frequency response and to fill out the FRR Available 
and FRR deployed columns in the Quarterly WFRSG Form.  

 

3.4.1. Normalize FRR Available and Deployed 

Form 3 requires initial setup by the analyst, mostly entering resource information. Once the 
form is customized it a convenient tool for analysis and reporting. For each event, Form 3 will 
calculate and display the expected and actual frequency response from individual resources. The 
expected response is based on unit headroom, droop, and governor dead-band. The expected 
response takes the frequency profile of the event and calculates expected droop response 
(MW/0.1 Hz) outside of the governor dead-band, as limited by headroom. The sum of individual 
resource expected values can be summed to create the BA FRR Available term. BA FRR Available 
is the sum of all the BA’s expected droop responses for the BA, the BA FRR deployed is the sum 
of the BA’s measured resource responses. 

 

3.4.2. Analyzing BA performance 

Form 3 highlights when units underperform. An analyst can quickly compare the Bias FRO 
(without FR transfers) measured at the interchange to FRR Deployed as measured at the 
resource. Are the numbers close? If not, there could be load/line losses that are dampening the 
response. There could also be metering issues impacting the values. 

 

3.4.3.  Analyzing unit performance 

If the BA underperforms on an event, an analyst should look at individual resource responses. 
Form 3 shows graphs, per resource, of expected vs actual frequency response. It can happen 
that plant secondary controls conflict with primary Frequency Response. If a resource routinely 
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underperforms, the BA may want to improve the resources performance through governor 
tuning and maintenance or reprogramming secondary controls. If the BA does not want to fix 
the resource, the analyst may want to lower or zero-out the expected contribution to the BA 
FRR Available. With a consistent process of comparing expected to actual responses an analyst 
can refine the expected response of units through the expected droop entry for the unit. These 
refined numbers can be used in the implementation of a real-time FRR Available estimation for 
an EMS system. 

 

4. Validating & Troubleshooting Frequency Response Measurement 

4.1. Troubleshooting Overview 

There are many things that can change our observed perception of frequency response for a given 
event. The core measurement of a Balancing Authority’s (BA’s) frequency response has traditionally 
been through the measuring the BA’s Actual Net Interchange and averaging that value during the 
20-52 seconds after the BA first observes the frequency excursion. As we know, the load and 
generation within a Balancing Authority are continuously changing, this inherently makes the Actual 
Net Interchange a constantly changing parameter, even without “an event” occurring. When 
analyzing a Balancing Authority’s frequency response to a frequency excursion, these continuously 
changing conditions may mask the actual frequency response to an event (as seen in the Actual Net 
Interchange). An example would be a generator tripping near the top of the hour when interchange 
schedules (and therefore generator outputs) are changing as per schedule.  There may also be 
variance in BA frequency response based on day of the week and the time of year. During times 
when there are a lot of generators online and a large amount of load (i.e. hours during peak load), 
we might expect to see a stronger frequency response to frequency excursions since there is 
significant amounts of load and generation connected to the system (both of which help arrest 
frequency excursions). 

 

4.2.  Assessing generator response 

After first measuring the Actual Net Interchange during the frequency event, if you find the 
response wasn’t as expected, trend and analyze the total generation during the event to see if the 
generators responded as expected. Factors that could inhibit generator response are listed below. 

 

4.2.1. Scheduled Ramps  

Were generators ramping up/down (as per fixed or dynamic schedules) during the event? Even 
with generation trending downward (due to following schedules) if there is an event which 
causes frequency to decline, we might be able to see a reduction of downward rate decline in 
generation during the first minute following the event when we would expect generators to be 
producing power a little extra power due to the frequency response of their governors.  
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4.2.2.  External dispatching  

Check to see if there are any of your generators being controlled by an entity external to the BA, 
such as an Energy Market? Although Energy Markets may use schedules which enter into the 
BA’s ACE and may cause generation to move based on AGC; there may be direct dispatch signals 
coming from the Market and going directly to the generators regardless of whether or not these 
units are on AGC. Check these dispatch signals during the time of the event.  

 

4.2.3.  Off Schedule generation movement  

Were there unscheduled generations changes such as wind or solar resources that can be 
variable? 

 

4.2.4. Generation already peaked out  

Were any generators already at their maximum output before/during the event? 

 

4.2.5. Generation responding then backing off  

If generation responds quickly to a frequency event, and then seems to withdraw its response, 
check to see if those units were on AGC. It is possible that the generators governors correctly 
started to respond to the frequency excursion but then ACE may have reached a limit that 
caused the AGC system to pulse the units in a different direction. Recall, a properly tuned 
Frequency Bias Setting should make this frequency excursion transparent to the ACE, however, 
other real-time factors (i.e. generation of schedule) could have caused ACE to drift into a region 
where AGC responsive units were pulsed to get ACE back into limits. Check for the pulsing of 
units by AGC during the event. 

 

4.2.6. Time of event in relation to Total Generation and Total Load  

Check the total load and generation values to see if the events occurred when there wasn’t 
much generation (or load) connected to the system. Is the BA experiencing poor frequency 
response during the light load hours, the weekends or the non-peak seasons when load and 
generation are at lower levels? Check and monitor which generators are online during times of 
poor frequency response events. 

 

4.2.7.  Local Generation data  
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For generators that seem to be under-performing, coordinate with the Generation Station to 
first verify the following data: the generator’s droop setting, frequency response dead-band, 
and Upper/Lower MW output limits. You can use those parameters to calculate the Generator’s 
expected frequency response to a system frequency excursion. See an example of that 
calculation in section 3.2.1  “How to Measure Frequency Response” (Example 3.2.1.a).  Once you 
calculate the generator’s expected frequency response, either use you local indication of 
generator MW output or have the Generation Station send you a trend of the generator’s MW 
output during the frequency event in question. Compare the expected/calculated frequency 
response to the actual change in generator MW output to determine if the generator actually 
performed as expected (calculated).    

 

4.2.8. Generator droop and dead-band settings  

Have the generation station also send you the droop settings and dead- bands of any generator 
that doesn’t seem to be performing well. Check that the generator’s frequency response to an 
event is in line with its droop settings and dead-band. 

 

 

4.3.  Actual Net Interchange (NIA) 

4.3.1. Fluctuating NIA  

Ideally, if we were to make a trend for the Actual Net Interchange value, we’d like to see the 
value trend smoothly. Since the NIA term is used in the Balancing Authority ACE equation and 
the calculation of load (Load = Generation – Net Interchange), any fluctuations in NIA may carry 
though to a fluctuation in ACE and load. If the NIA term has a cyclical up and down trend, this 
would tend to interfere with the Frequency Response Measurements, since the measurement 
uses the change in the NIA term to measure BA frequency response.   

Two common culprits to fluctuating NIA are: 

1. Bad BA Boundary meter data – (false indication) 
2. Non-conforming/cyclical load in the BA – (true indication) 

Make a trend for the BA’s Actual Net Interchange to see if it shows a steady trend or if it jumps 
up and down. If it fluctuates, make note of the magnitude of NIA fluctuations and the frequency 
with which it may spike up and down.  Look back several years and see if this has always been 
the same pattern. When you find that you have a fluctuating NIA value, it is important to 
determine if it is a false reading (a problem with BA boundary meter data) or an accurate 
reading (cyclical/non-conforming load in the BA). To determine if it is an issue with the Balancing 
Area (BA) boundary meter data, make trends for your BA boundary meters and see if you can 
locate a meter that is cycling with a similar magnitude and frequency as the NIA term. You may 
want to start by looking at the NIA with each neighboring BA first, to see what group it’s in 
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instead of going one by one. Once you locate the meter(s) that are contributing to the cycling, 
look at the meters “Alternate Data Source” in SCADA. If the ADS meter is not cycling, you may 
be receiving bad data (false indication) from the primary meter (in which case, you may want to 
use the ADS meter).  

If the ADS meter is cycling just like the primary meter, it would seem that you are seeing true 
indication of cyclic power flow on that tie line.  This may indicate that you have a cyclic/non-
conforming load in the area and you are seeing true indication of changing power flow on the 
BA boundary meter. In this case you’ll want to identify where the cyclic load is by checking 
transmission line flows in the area (looking for the cyclical flow). Checking transmission line 
flows can point you in the direction of the cyclic (non-conforming) load but you’ll want to check 
transformers in the area to find the one which is serving this varying load. Once you find a non-
conforming load, you can enter this into the FRM Form 2 so that it does not adversely affect the 
NIA term. When you use this non-conforming load in form 2, it must be used for all of the 
events. Be aware that the trends in Form 2 are often times showing the NIA, so this offset (non-
conforming load) may not make your trend for NIA change, but it will be factored into the 
calculation of FRM for each event.  

 

4.4.  Assessing Load Response 

4.4.1. Load Fluctuations 

Determine if load was changing rapidly prior to or during the event. Be cautious and remember 
that load is often a calculated value (Load = Generation – Net Interchange) so if your Generation 
or Net Interchange values are fluctuating sporadically, you may see that fluctuation carry 
through to the load value. 

 

4.4.2. Frequency Excursions 

If frequency dropped during the excursion, did you see the expected/ corresponding load drop? 
If load was moving up/down before or during the event, can we see the effect of frequency 
response in the load trend? Recall from a previous section, load may be fluctuating do to a 
fluctuating NIA. 

 

4.5.  Losses during high power flows 

4.5.1. High power flows causing increased losses  

You may want to trend the individual NIA values that you have with each neighboring BA to see 
if power flow direction changed significantly during the event. If there was a generator that 
tripped in a neighboring BA, depending on the system configuration, a majority of frequency 
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response (from other supporting BAs) may be flowing through your BA which could increase 
losses on your system. This immediate increase in losses on your system may appear as a 
reduction in actual interchange leaving your system (causing a NIA that would be lesser than 
expected) as it moves towards the BA that experienced the loss of generation. If this is 
suspected, look to see if the BA load spiked upward (since Load = Generation – Net 
Interchange). You may also want to compare pre and post event NIA value and direction with 
each of your neighboring BAs to see significant changes in power flow directions.  

 

4.6.  Exclusion of events 

4.6.1. BAL-003-2 Event Exclusion 

The only time a Balancing Authority should exclude an event is if its tie-line data or its Frequency 
data is corrupt, or its EMS was unavailable. 
 
4.6.2. WFRSG Event Exclusion 

Due to the requirement of the Frequency Response Obligation being static through an operating 
year, the ability to exclude a single BAs performance from the WFRSG is currently not allowed 
under BAL-003-2. Any single Participant that has an inability to accurately calculate FRM due to 
corrupt data requires the WFRSG to exclude the event for evaluation of compliance. Every effort 
should be made by the BA to correct corrupt data if possible. Due to the large number of 
participants within the WFRSG, the perception of auditors could create a concern of 
performance of the group.   

 

5. Timelines 
Please refer to NERC for official timelines. Below is an example of the timelines in effect for 2021.  

March 1 FRS Form 1 is posted by the ERO* with all selected events for the operating 
year for BA usage. 
 

April 1 BAs and FRSGs complete their frequency response forms for all four quarters, 
including the BAs’ FBS calculations, returning the results to the ERO. 
(Note:  Form 1 submittal includes the BA’s requested FBS for the following year) 
 

May 1 The ERO validates FBS values, computes the sum of all FBS values for each 
Interconnection. 
 

May 15 The BAs not required to file FERC Form 714 receive a request to provide load 
and generation data as described in the Procedure for ERO Support of 
Frequency Response and Frequency Bias Setting Standard** to support FRO 
assignments and determining minimum FBS for the upcoming year. Data to be 
provided by July 15. 
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June 1 The BA implements any changes to their FBS. 

 
June 1 BAs file FERC 714 with FERC on or before June 1 of the year following the 

calendar reporting year. It contains previous years data which will be used to 
calculate next year’s FRO and Min FBS values. See Section 2.3 Frequency 
Response Obligation and Section 2.4 Frequency Bias Setting of this document. 
 

November 1 The ERO assigns FRO values and Minimum FBS for the upcoming year to the 
BAs (both values are derived from data on the BAs provide on FERC 714 Forms). 
See Section 2.3 Frequency Response Obligation and Section 2.4 Frequency Bias 
Setting of this document. 
(Note: The BA should review FRO and minimum FBS for accuracy and notify 
NERC of anything that may not seem accurate) 
 

Dec 1 New Frequency Response Measurement year begins (Dec 1 – Nov 30). See 
Section 2.2 Frequency Response Measurement of this document for more 
information. 
 

 
 

6. Resources for further assistance 

6.1.  NWPP.ORG 

One may find the following information on NWPP.org with appropriate access to the WFRSG 
Resources: 

• WFSRG Agreement (Superseding WFRSG Implementation Agreement Effective May 
1, 2019) 

• WFRSG meeting notes (documented performance, industry issues and updates 
• WFRSG Action Items and their current status 

 
6.2.  NERC.com 

One may find the following information on NERC’s website: 

• BAL-003 Standard  
• Reliability Guideline: Primary  Frequency Control 
• Reliability Guideline: Operating Reserve Management 
• Balancing Authority Area Footprint Change Tasks Reference Document (Information regarding 

midyear FRO changes) 
• Balancing and Frequency Control Reference Document 
• Reliability Guideline: BPS-Connected  Inverter-Based  Resource Performance  

https://www.nwpp.org/resources/?name=&workgroup=5
https://www.nwpp.org/resources/?name=&workgroup=5
https://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Pages/AllReliabilityStandards.aspx?jurisdiction=United%20States
https://www.nerc.com/comm/OC_Reliability_Guidelines_DL/PFC_Reliability_Guideline_rev20190501_v2_final.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/comm/RSTC_Reliability_Guidelines/Reliability_Guideline_Template_Operating_Reserve_Management_Version_3.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/comm/OC/ReferenceDocumentsDL/BAA_Footprint_Change_Reference_Document_March_2019.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/comm/OC/ReferenceDocumentsDL/BAA_Footprint_Change_Reference_Document_March_2019.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/comm/OC/ReferenceDocumentsDL/Reference_Document_NERC_Balancing_and_Frequency_Control.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/comm/RSTC_Reliability_Guidelines/Inverter-Based_Resource_Performance_Guideline.pdf
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• Reliability Guideline: Bulk Power System Reliability Perspectives on the Adoption of IEEE 1547-
2018 
 
6.2.1. NERC Resources Subcommittee (NERC RS) 

https://www.nerc.com/comm/OC/Pages/Resources-Subcommittee.aspx 

The most current documents related to: 

• Frequency Response Annual Analysis Report 
• BAL-003 Frequency Response Bias Setting Implementation 
• BAL-003 Frequency Response Bias Settings 
• BA FRS Allocations for current year 

 

  

https://www.nerc.com/comm/RSTC_Reliability_Guidelines/Guideline_IEEE_1547-2018_BPS_Perspectives.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/comm/RSTC_Reliability_Guidelines/Guideline_IEEE_1547-2018_BPS_Perspectives.pdf
https://www.nerc.com/comm/OC/Pages/Resources-Subcommittee.aspx
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